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Beginners


**Genealogy**


*Burke’s Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Peerage, Baronatage and Knightage.* n.a. London: Burke’s Peerage Limited, n.d. FV45 B95g


*A Genealogical and Heraldic Dictionary of the Peerage and Baronetage of the British Empire.* n.a. London: Henry Colburn, n.d. FV45 B95g

*A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Peerage and Baronetage, the Privy Council, Knightage, and Companionage.* n.a. London: Harrison & Sons, n.d. FV45 B95g


### Handbooks/Manuals


**Indexes**


**Inventories**

Eackle, Arlene H. *Descriptive Inventory of the English Collection*. Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1979. F935.8 G32f no. 3

**Directories**


Registers


Notes: Reprinted from the New England Historic and Genealogical Registers, vol. 62, 63, 64, and 65. F831 E53


Hotten, John Camden, ed. The Original Lists of Persons of Quality; Emigrants; Religious Exiles; Serving Men Sold for a Term of Years; Apprentices; Children Stolen; Maidens Pressed; and Others Who Went from Great Britain to American Plantations, 1600-1700: With their Ages, the Localities Where they Formerly Lived in the Mother Country, the Names of the Ships in which they Embarked, and Other Interesting Particulars. From mss. Preserved in the State Paper Department of her Majesty’s Public Record Office, England. London: Chatto and Windus, 1874. F831 H83

Hotten, John Camden. The Original Lists of Persons of Quality; Emigrants; Religious Exiles; Political Rebels; Serving Men Sold for a Term of Years; Apprentices; Children Stolen; Maidens Pressed; and Others Who Went from Great Britain to the American Plantations, 1600-1700. With their Ages, the Localities where They Formerly Lived in The Mother Country, the Names of the Ships in which they Embarked, and Other Interesting Particulars. NY: G.A. Baker, 1931. F831 H81 [1931]

Notes: Registers of Births F831 J59t


**Bibliography**


Kaminkow, Marion J. *A New Bibliography of British Genealogy with Notes*. Baltimore: Magna Carta Book Company, 1965. **EZG.2 K15m**


**Catalogs**


**Periodicals**

Abstracts


Dictionaries


Maps


Immigration/Emigration


Bristol (England). *Bristol and America, a Record of the First Settlers in the Colonies of North America, 1654-1685, Including the Names with Places of Origin of More than 10,000 Servants to Foreign Plantations who Sailed from the Port of Bristol to Virginia, Maryland, and Other Parts of the Atlantic Coast, and also to the West Indies from 1654 to 1685*. London: R.S. Glover, 1929. F831 B861e

Bristol (England). *Bristol and America, a Record of the First Settlers in the Colonies of North America, 1654-1685, Including the Names with Places of Origin of More than 10,000 Servants to Foreign Plantations who Sailed from the Port of Bristol to Virginia, Maryland, and Other Parts of the Atlantic Coast, and also to the West Indies from 1654 to 1685*. Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Company, 1967. F831 B861e 1967

Bristol (England). *Bristol and America, A Record of the First Settlers in the Colonies of North America, 1654-1685, Including the Names with Places of Origin of More than 10,000 Servants to Foreign Plantations who Sailed from the Port of Bristol to Virginia, Maryland, and Other Parts of the Atlantic Coast, and also to the West Indies from 1654 to 1685*. Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Company, 1978. F831 B861e 1978


Notes: Reprinted from the New England Historical and Genealogical Register, vol. 62, 63, 64, 65.
F831 E53

Notes: Transcribed from original records at the city of London Record Office.
EZG.1 G425L 1968 (1988)

EZG.1 G425L

Hotten, John Camden, ed. The Original Lists of Persons of Quality; Emigrants; Religious Exiles; Serving Men Sold for a Term of Years; Apprentices; Children Stolen; Maidens Pressed; and Others who Went from Great Britain to American Plantations, 1600-1700: With their Ages, the Localities Where they Formerly Lived in the Mother Country, the Names of the Ships in which they Embarked, and Other Interesting Particulars. From mss. preserved in the in the State Paper Department of her Majesty’s Public Record Office, England. London: Chatto and Windus, 1874. F831 H83

Hotten, John Camden. The Original Lists of Persons of Quality; Emigrants; Religious Exiles; Political Rebels; Serving Men Sold for a Term of Years; Apprentices; Children Stolen; Maidens Pressed; and Others who went from Great Britain to American Plantations 1600-1700. With their Ages, the Localities where they Formerly Lived in the Mother Country, the Names of the Ships in which they Embarked, and Other Interesting Particulars. NY: G.A. Baker, 1931. F831 H81 [1931]

Notes: Registers of Births
F831 J59t


Notes: Courtesy of London Company. “Transcribed from microfilms of the original records at the Guildhall, London.”
Kaminkow, Marion J. and Jack Kaminkow, ed. and intro. *Original Lists of Emigrants in Bondage from London to the American Colonies, 1719-1744*. Baltimore: Magna Carta Book Company, 1967. EZG.1 K15o

Kimball, Stanley Buchholz. *The First Immigrants to Nauvoo*. Salt Lake City: Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Young Men’s Mutual Improvement Association, 1863. BZM K4959f


*Notes*: Reprinted from Genealogist’s Magazine. EZG.1 N652s


Shepperson, Wilbur S. *British Emigration to North America; Projects and Opinions in the Early Victorian Period*. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1957. JS45 S549b


**Passenger Lists**


**Notes:** Registers of births.

F831 J59t

**Family**


Burke, Ashworth P. *Family Records*. London: Harrison, 1897. EZG.1 B959f


**Notes:** Illustrated with heraldic color plates.

FV45 B95ge 1939


**Heraldry**


Burke, Ashworth P. *Family Records*. London: Harrison, 1897. **EZG.1 B959f**
**Notes:** Illustrated with heraldic color plates.  
**FV45 B95ge 1939**

*Burke’s Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Peerage, Baronetage and Knightage.*  
n.p. London: Burke’s Peerage Limited, n.d.  **FV45 B95g**


*A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Peerage and Baronetage, the Privy Council, Knightage, and Companionage.* n.p. London: Harrison & Sons, n.d.  **FV45 B95g**


**Pedigrees**


**Military**


**Religion**


**Wills**


The Bibliography of British and Irish History provides bibliographic data on historical writing dealing with the British Isles, and with the British Empire and Commonwealth, during all periods for which written documentation is available “from 55BC to the present. It is the successor to the Royal Historical Society Bibliography of British and Irish History, available online from 2002 to 2009. Tags: Great Britain, History, Ireland. Primary Source Collections. Great Britain. Eighteenth Century Collections Online [via Gale].